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SNiPER® Public Safety Testimonials
Rob PD Sgt. San Diego County
Used on Boots
“My wife would not let me bring my relatively new but stinky boots into the house. I sprayed the
boots with Sniper the first night and made a huge difference in the odor. I sprayed them again
the second day to reach the smell in the deep padding and it completely eliminated the odor from
my boots.” “I spray them once a week now for maintenance.”
Used on Ballistic Body Armor
“Our city gets very hot and our body armor can really get to stinking.” “I used the Sniper on my
ballistic body armor a day later with the same deodorization results.”
Used on Vehicles
“Our city gets very hot and our officers’ sweat quite, this transfers to the seats and other surfaces
of the vehicles. Our department uses Sniper to decontaminate and deodorize the surfaces of the
vehicles in our fleet” “Our lot attendant treats the vehicles once a week and officers use the
product as needed between shifts.”
Used for Scene Cleanup of Body Fluids
“I used Sniper to decontaminate a bloody mess at the scene of an Auto vs. Pedestrian Incident.”
Used on Pepper Spray
“After the success of Sniper on other applications, or team and I decided to test Sniper on Pepper
Spray.” “It completely neutralized the irritant in the Pepper Spray and we were able to rub the
treated pepper spray on our skin with no effect.”
Used on K-9 Team
“We received a couple of bottles of a Sniper K-9 shampoo to try.” “I used one on my dog and
gave one to a member of our K-9 unit.” “My dog’s coat was completely odor free, no odor at all
and a very soft and shinny coat.” “My K-9 officer reported the same findings with his dog. In
fact, he was asked by a woman at the car wash what he was using on his dog and where she
could get some.”
Other City Department Uses
“Our Fire Department has used Sniper on their ambulances and EMS gear for months.” “Our city
public works and fleet division has just finished a use test of Sniper and is buying it to use on
vehicles and fuel spills.”
Dave Fire Captain, San Diego County
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“I was given a slightly used pair of leather turnout boots by a retiring Firefighter.” “The boots
looked almost new but had a horrendous smell in them.” ‘I sprayed the boots with a heavy spray
of Sniper, The boots had a obvious smell of chlorine dioxide for a couple days. On the third day,
I found the boots where completely odor free, none of the foot odor or chlorine dioxide smell.”
Ray Engineer/PM, San Diego County
“I had a pair of expensive rescue gloves that had been stuffed into a coat pocket wet. They did
not dry well and they had a really bad odor of mildew in them. I sprayed Sniper inside and
outside of the gloves and a day later the gloves had no more odor of mildew in them.”
Abel FF/PM, San Diego County
“The inside of my fire helmet and liner was really stinking, so I sprayed Sniper on the headband
and it made a huge difference. The next day I took the helmet apart and found the inner side of
the liner that had not been reached with the spray, still smelled of malodor.” “I sprayed the nontreated side of the liner with Sniper and the next morning the liner was odor free.”
Cindy, Animal Rescue San Diego
“A pit-bull puppy was brought into the rescue with mange, demodex.” “We used the Sniper
Shampoo on the dog and the odor of Mange was nearly gone.”

